LEADED GLASS INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Please read these instructions before handling your cabinet glass.
OPENING PACKAGE CONTAINING GLASS PRODUCTS
1. Open box carefully from the labeled side.
2. Inspect glass for any damage. If damage has occurred during shipping, please follow instructions
on the packaging. All damage claims must be made within 48 hours of original delivery. Claim
information will be printed on a sticker on the package.
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LEADED GLASS INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
1. Place cabinet door onto a protected flat surface facing down. This will protect face of door
during installation. Remove any clips or plastic spline trim from empty door.
2. Remove leaded glass window from package and place face up on a protected surface.
3. Take the cabinet door and fit it over the leaded glass. Move door left to right and up and down to
check fit. See fig. A & B
4. After fitting leaded glass into door, place door without window face down on a protected flat
surface.
5. Determine placement of mounting clips on door. 30” doors will need 6 clips - 40” doors will
need 8 clips. See fig. C
6. Open silicone tube and apply a small bead of silicone to the inner edge of cabinet door. See fig. D
WARNING: Silicone is an adhesive. Removal of silicone is easiest when silicone is completely
dry.
7. Place window face down into door and silicone.
8. With leaded glass in door, place clip onto edge of the door so that finger of clip is on the edge of
the leaded glass window and the mounting side of the clip is on edge of door. NOTE: Mounting
area of clip must be placed as far away from edge to prevent splitting of door.
9. Drill a 1/16”pilot hole for each clip screw. (Drill bit not included)
10. Use screws to secure clips. DO NOT OVER-TIGHTEN! See fig. E
11. Clip may need to be trimmed slightly so that a minimum amount of pressure is applied to
window. Note: Clips need to be slightly touching leaded glass window. See Fig. F
INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT YOUR LEADED GLASS
1. All of our glass is hand picked from top glass manufacturers.
2. Leaded glass adds a touch of character and class to every kitchen. There is no exact science in
the creation of leaded glass. Each piece is hand crafted by talented artisans. Every piece of glass
is unique and no two pieces of glass are completely alike.
3. The art glass used in these windows will have seeds (clear bubbles), swirls or other character
markings that make it unique.
TIPS FOR MAINTAINING LEADED GLASS
1. To clean leaded glass, we recommend using a towel. If a cleaning product is needed, spray liquid
onto towel and then wipe the leaded glass with towel.
2. DO NOT remove glass from cabinet to clean. Glass is fragile and dangerous when handling
incorrectly.

